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In 1953, Th e Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science (No. 5,pp. 
679–681) published by the Northwestern University in Chicago reprinted an article 
by James Mackenzie on “Th e Ink Polygraph”, originally published by the British 
Medical Journal in 1908 (Vol. 1, p. 1411).

Mackenzie’s article was preceded by an introduction by Professor Fred E. Inbau 
(1909–98), an unquestioned authority not only on polygraph testing and interro-
gation techniques, but also on criminal trials and forensic studies (he was among 
others, a  long-term director of the Crime Detection Laboratory). Th e material as 
a whole, i.e. Mackenzie’s article together with Inbau’s introduction is entitled “Th e 
First Polygraph”. 
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In his introduction to Mackenzie’s article, Inbau remarked that when the history 
of lie detection techniques is discussed, hardly anyone notices that the name “poly-
graph” existed at least as early as 1906 (Inbau 1953, 678). He goes on to comment 
that the device in question, albeit constructed not for lie detection but for medical 
examinations, was nonetheless based on the same principles of construction as a lie 
detector. Following Fred Inbau, many authors repeated this information, as impre-
cise as it was untrue, suggesting that the device constructed by Mackenzie was the 
fi rst one to be called “a polygraph” (Kniaziew, Warlamow 2012; Matte 1996). 

In his article, Mackenzie wrote that at a meeting of the Medical Section of the British 
Medical Association in Toronto in 1906, he demonstrated a method of recording the 
movements of circulation by means of an ink polygraph. Th e polygraph recorded the 
circulation, registering pulse frequency and respiratory functions. Th is was nothing 
new, however. Since the end of the 19th century, respiration had been analysed with 
a pneumograph: a device that recorded the movements of the chest or diaphragm. 
Th e most popular construction was Marey’s pneumograph, developed by a French 
scientist and inventor, Étienne-Jules Marey (1830–1904).

Fig. 1. Marey’s pneumograph (N. Cybulski 1895).

Heart activity and blood circulation were observed with a  sphygmograph, which 
made it possible to observe the pulse. Th e fi rst sphygmograph was constructed in 
1854 by a German physiologist, Karl von Vierordt (1818–84). It consisted of a bar 
placed on an artery that was fastened to the forearm with a strap. Th e movement of 
the bar was a function of pulsing of the artery.
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Fig. 2. Von Vierort’s sphygmograph (H. Hoyer: Fizyologia, Warszawa 1872).

A design that could be connected to the pneumograph to produce the respiration 
curve, or with a  sphygmograph to plot a  curve recording the action of the heart 
(pulse beats), known as the kymograph, was constructed by a German physiologist, 
Karl Ludwig (1816–95). Some authors believe that the kymograph was constructed 
independent of Ludwig and even earlier, namely in 1846, by an Italian, Carlo Mat-
teucci (Emeryk-Szajewska 2008). Its construction was relatively simple: a clockwork 
was attached to a drum and it was wrapped in a sheet of blackened paper revolv-
ing at a constant speed. Th e device, whether a sphygmograph or a pletysmograph, 
transmitted mechanical impulses collected by the original device to the stylus of the 
kymograph, which drew (or more precisely: erased), a white curve on the blackened 
sheet.
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Th e sphygmograph, sometimes also known as a  cardiograph and combined with 
a kymograph, was used late in the 19th century in experiments conducted by Angelo 
Mosso (Mosso 1891) Cesare Lombroso (Lombroso 1891) and others. A pneumo-
graph connected to a kymograph was used in the experiments of both Benussi (be-
nussi 1914) and Abramowski (Abramowski 1913) 

  

Fig. 3. Kymographs (Museum of the Jagiellonian University).

Th e kymograph was used as early as the 19th century for the simultaneous record-
ing of data coming from the pneumograph and sphygmograph. Th e device thus 
constructed was known as a “polygraph”, i.e. a device for recording more than one 
function (Greek: poloi – multiple, graphos – to write). Such a  name was used to 
denote the combination of a  kymograph with a  sphygmograph or pneumograph 
in the 19th century by Napoleon Cybulski (Cybulski 1895) and somewhat later by 
Leon Zbyszewski (Zbyszewski 1914). Th us European continental literature had ap-
plied the name “polygraph” for at least over a decade before Mackenzie used it. Th is 
demonstrates that rather than inventing the name, Mackenzie just mentioned it. 
Th e range of devices he mentioned included “sphygmograph”, “the polygraph”, “the 
clinical polygraph”, and “the ink polygraph”.

According to Mackenzie, the clinical polygraph “can be used for taking, at the same 
time and on the same recording surface, tracings of the radial pulse, with tracings of 
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the apex beat, carotid, venous, or liver pulse, or respiratory movements, and its size 
permits it being carried out with the greatest facility, and readily employed in general 
practice” (Mackenzie 1910, 68). He explains further that “the essential part of the 
instrument [clinical polygraph] is a small cup for receiving the impressions of the 
pulsations, a tube for transmitting the impressions to a tambour and the lever the 
tambour is attached to (…) sphygmograph” (Mackenzie 1910, 69).

Th e “ink polygraph” was an enhancement of the “clinical polygraph”. Mackenzie 
arrived at the conclusion that “it was not convenient when the movements had to 
be recorded over a long period, as where the irregularities were infrequent, or where 
they varied, or where respiratory curves were required. [He] therefore conceived the 
idea of constructing an instrument that would take tracings of an indefi nite length, 
where the employment of ink would enable a roll of paper to be unwound, and save 
as well the inconvenience of blackening and varnishing” (Mackenzie 1910, 72). 

Subsequently, with his assistant S. Shaw, Mackenzie constructed a device called the 
“ink polygraph”. Th e novelty was that rather than turning a drum wrapped in a sheet 
of paper, as in kymographs, the clockwork (A) set in motion a  roll of paper (D). 
Another clockwork moved the time-marking pen (F), two tambours (BB) and their 
levers (FF). Th e levers were connected to pens, and ink was poured into a small con-
tainer and it reached the pens through capillaries.

Fig. 4. Th e ink polygraph (J. Mackenzie 1910). 
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Th ere were two fundamental changes in the improvement introduced by Mackenzie. 
First, he replaced the tambour wrapped in blackened paper used in kymographs with 
a roll of paper. Th e stylus or slate pencil erasing a white curve on the blackened paper was 
replaced by an ink pen that drew a curve on the white roll. Th is was certainly a major 
development, and the upgraded system of recording was later used in analog polygraphs.

Th us, James Mackenzie certainly modernised the manner of recording physiologi-
cal functions of the human organism that had been observed and recorded many 
years before him. It should likewise be recognised that he was not the fi rst to use 
the name “polygraph” to denote a device that simultaneously records more than one 
single physiological function of the human organism as the name had been used over 
a decade before him for the combination of a sphygmograph and pneumograph with 
a kymograph.
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